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VIDEO FOOTAGE

Two video game boxers duke it out in a digital ring. MURPHY 
(31), a shadow of black hair on his bald head, slow, 
calculated, delivers a knockout blow to CHANCE (30), with a 
blond military cut.

The computer characters freeze. Red text flashes over it:
“SIMULATION COMPLETE”

SERIES OF SHOTS

Chance, now with no hair, swings a hook. Murphy ducks, 
uppercuts, knocks Chance out. “SIMULATION COMPLETE”

Chance, now with bright pink shorts, goes for a jab. Murphy 
comes with a deadly right hook. “SIMULATION COMPLETE”

Chance, white shorts, mohawk, takes a left hook.
“SIMULATION COMPLETE”

Chance takes a jab. “SIMULATION COMPLETE”

Uppercut.

Right hook.

Jab. “SIMULATION COMPLETE”

INT. ROOM - NIGHT

The real Chance, in the flesh, paces around the room in 
pajama pants and a tank top. At the desk sits a portly guy 
with thick glasses at a flat screen monitor, JEROME (35).

On the TV on the wall, footage of a Murphy fight with 
another boxer plays.

Jerome pulls his glasses off in exhaustion.

JEROME
There’s nothing. No combination of 
clothes or cuts is going to do it. 
Gloves are regulation, so there’s 
nothing there. Any way we run it. 
You’re going down.

CHANCE
I can’t believe that. I won’t. 
There’s something that’ll throw 
that egomaniac. Something that’ll 
put a wobble in his step.
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Chance stares at the boxing footage on the TV. He gets in 
closer, watches every move. Murphy uppercuts, knocks out his 
opponent.

Chance throws his arms down in anger. Paces around some 
more.

JEROME
There’s nothing, Chance. Not a 
chance.

Jerome peeks up at the TV. Murphy talks to reporters. 
Cameras flash as the crowd goes wild.

CHANCE
It’s a game of focus. We take his 
focus off the game, he’s done.

Jerome gets a curious look on his face as he watches the TV. 
He puts his glasses on. Leans in.

ON THE TV, Murphy walks to the back. He passes a wall with a 
mirror on it. Pauses, checks himself out. Leans in, checks 
his face. Smiles.

A clever smile creeps across Jerome’s face.

JEROME
Chance.

INT. BOXING RING - NIGHT

Chance has his arms up in celebration. The crowd goes 
insane. Behind him, Murphy hobbles back to his corner as his 
team attends to him.

Chance jumps onto the corner ropes, screams in victory. 
Printed on the front of his shorts, a picture of Murphy’s 
face.

A reporter hands a mic up to him.

REPORTER
Who would you like to thank?

INT. LIVING ROOM - SAME TIME

Jerome dances around his living room, cheering at the top of 
his lungs, his mouth full of popcorn. The fight plays on his 
big screen TV.

He settles to hear Chance speak.
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INT. BOXING RING - SAME TIME

Chance brings the mic to his mouth. Takes a few breaths.

CHANCE
There’s only one person I’d like to 
thank tonight.

The crowd’s cheers quite a bit.

CHANCE
And that’s the one and only.

Chance kisses his fingers, raises the kiss to the sky.

CHANCE
He’s always with me. God bless.

INT. LIVING ROOM - SAME TIME

Jerome, mouth hanging open, plops down on his couch.

JEROME
Oh, come on!

SMASH TO BLACK.

“SIMULATION COMPLETE”
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